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Antibiotic exposure and selection for resistance in bacterial communities

Figure 1: A representation of the intersections between human activity and environmental compartments in terms of the spread of AB, ARB and antimicrobial resistance determinants (ARD) (ill. By Cathrine Brynjulfson, GenØk. All icons are designed by designers at Freepik.com: Macrovector, Ibrandify, Zirconicusso)
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ABSTRACT: Antibiotic resistance (AR) is often rooted in inappropriate antibiotic use, but poor water quality and inadequate sanitation exacerbate the problem, especially in emerging countries. An example is increasing multi-AR due to mobilizable plasmid-borne genes since 1977. The impact on human health is unknown.
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So what?

Risk assessment: Surveillance and awareness
Technology: Scalable & Affordable solutions
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Antibiotic resistance in European wastewater treatment plants mirrors the pattern of clinical antibiotic resistance prevalence
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